
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

7 days charming curves Lake Garda (M-ID: 2231)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2231-7-days-charming-curves-lake-garda

from €949.00
Dates and duration (days)

Exclusive is included in this tour. Our base hotel in Italy is only a few minutes walk from Lake Garda.
Here, in the midst of the hustle and bustle of the infinite number of tourists, we have found a small
oasis of peace where Mediterranean flair and maritime atmosphere are combined.

Surrounded by countless olive trees in the park of the hotel
and the numerous peaks of the mountains, we experience a
unique scenery for the special moments of well-being.
Due to the challenging routes, the bike should be mastered
safely in curves, hairpin bends and on narrow mountain
roads. This tour is not suitable for chopper riders.
Culinary delights

Start the day with an excellent breakfast on the restaurant's
outdoor terrace and then "experience" the most beautiful
motorcycle routes in the region with us. For the evenings
we have chosen small restaurants where perfect hospitality
meets excellent Italian cuisine. Enjoy this atmosphere and
a small break from everyday life, experience relaxed
motorcycle tours and let yourself be pampered, you have
earned it.

On old paths

Fantastic turning stages and beautiful views are among the
highlights of the tour and will impress you. Experience with
us the numerous dream roads through the natural beauties
of Lombardy and Trentino. During our breaks in the small
mountain villages, typical Italian culinary delights of the
region await us.

Again and again we change between dreamlike valleys with
their deep blue shimmering lakes and gigantic mountain
massifs. Short, crisp hairpin bends, sensational passes and
a mild climate are the exquisite ingredients of this tour. The
Mediterranean climate with its mild temperatures and the
landscapes characterized by rugged mountains and forests
simply make us feel at home here.

Mountains, views and landscapes

At Lake Garda we alternate between busy riverside roads
and lonely high parts. From the Monte Baldo mountain
road, also called "Strada Panoramica del Monte Baldo", you
can enjoy wonderful views of the Adige Valley, 700 m
below. Green pastures, densely wooded slopes with olive
trees and secluded farmsteads have found their place
among enormous mountain ranges.

Tour schedule:

1st day - Arrival day
Individual arrival until 18:00 o'clock
Getting to know each other and presenting the tours
2nd day
Day trip to Lake Garda (Trentino-South Tyrol)
3rd day
Four Lakes Tour
4th day
Monte Baldo
5th day
Day trip to Trentino
6th day
Return journey to Germany (Dolomites, Hohe Tauern)
7th day - Departure day
Individual departure
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty medium

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per person double room (The booking of a double room is only possible for a booking
with 2 persons. If you are a single person, please also choose the single room or the
option "Half double room".)

€949.00

per pillion (pillion can only book together with a rider.) €879.00

per person single room (surcharge - for single persons booking is only possible incl.
single room or as option "half double room").

€230.00

per person "Half double room" option (If you are a single person and do not wish to
choose a single room, you can agree to the "Half double room" option with the following
arrangement: You book first incl. single room surcharge. The surcharge for a single
room will be cancelled or refunded immediately if it is possible to occupy a double room
with you and another person of the same sex up to 4 weeks prior to departure. The
availability of the option "half double room" is therefore not guaranteed.)

€230.00

Included

5 guided tours with a German tour guide who is familiar with the country

6 nights with rich breakfast in carefully selected hotels

For the common dinner we use local restaurants close to the hotel with excellent cuisine (self-payers).

Remembrance T-shirt

Not included

gas

Meals, drinks (if not stated separately in services)

Travel Cancellation Insurance

More details
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Total distance: 1400 km

Daily stages: 170 to 350 km

Tour start: Rosenheim (D)

End of tour: Rosenheim (D)/ 3 hotel changes

Baggage transport - No:

There is no escort vehicle available for this tour. Each participant transports his luggage independently on the
motorcycle.

DIFFICULTY:

Medium (SG 2): This tour includes many curves and partly also serpentine routes. The tours are a mix of tight
corners and long corners at normal speed. A part of the tour are small passes with tight curves, normal
gradients and mostly winding routes, which require a good eye control and the safe control of the motorcycle.
Due to the partly long daily stages a good condition is necessary.

On our tours we are basically only on the road with one group. Our tour groups are deliberately kept small and
are limited to 10 motorcycles on this tour. The minimum number of participants on this tour is 6.

For guests who transport their motorcycles by car to the hotel of arrival, there is a parking possibility for cars
and trailers at the hotel for the time of the tour.
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